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Secured by Design accredited aluminium communal doors
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Please note, the configurations are shown with glazing panels, but any of these may be replaced with solid
infill. 6mm or 10mm laminate, polycarbonate or double glazing is available in our ClassicAL design. Alternative
designs are available with the Classic2 steel communal doors and Classic2S stainless steel doors.
Bradbury Security ClassicAL
LPS 2081: Issue 1
Cert No. 312m
Security Rating B

WARRANTIES & ACCREDITATIONS

Constructed from reinforced aluminium and
stainless steel, the ClassicAL combines superior
strength and vandal resistance, with a sleek,
contemporary appearance.

ClassicAL communal entrance doors are made to
measure, and offered in a wide range of single
and double door configurations, with optional side,
overhead or standalone panels.

Supplied with a 10 year anti-rust warranty,
ClassicAL not only provides enhanced corrosion
resistance, it is also the most cost-effective and
economic choice.

The ClassicAL achieved Secured by Design status
by demonstrating its effectiveness in preventing
or reducing crime, through passing standards and
tests nominated by the police service.

Using lightweight, robust materials means the
ClassicAL communal entrance door is far easier to
install, and can weigh up to 60% less than a similar
door manufactured from steel.

The ClassicAL is supplied in a high quality polyester
powder coating, in a choice of 9 colours with a
textured finish, as standard. Other colours and
finishes are available on request.

Requiring low maintenance, and providing long
life reliability, the ClassicAL comes with a 1 year
manufacturer’s warranty on hardware, and a 5
year fabrication warranty.

Confirming that products meet a certain criteria,
and providing a certified standard of security, LPS
2081 evaluates the resistance of physical security
products when targeted by intruders using stealth.

The ClassicAL is available with a variety of locking
options, including Secured by Design approved
high quality maglocks with integral surge
protection, and panic escape push bars.

Due to its inventive design, the ClassicAL is
precision engineered to be manufactured in
Newton’s shortest lead time, with nationwide
delivery and installation services available.

Designed to meet rigorous requirements, ClassicAL
communal entrance doors are Secured by Design
accredited, and LPCB certified to LPS 2081
Security Rating B.

To achieve Security Rating B, ClassicAL successfully
passed third-party testing which simulates an
opportunistic attack using tools such as a bolt
cutter, and pipe wrench.

